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Reviewer's report:

62-65. Line ----All the information was....of this journal---- Unnecessary text. Any surgical procedures that need to be made
66. Line --patient-- Must be an initial capital letter
70. Line --patient with underlying.....-- Must be an initial capital letter
95. Line --in the surgery ....---- Must be an initial capital letter
96. Line --also in all.....-- Must be an initial capital letter
153. Line --Medpor implants are safe, effective and reliable-- An ambitious sentence. The text general, discussion and conclusions should be softened
195. Line -- openrhinoplasty— should be written separately.

# Intraoperative photos should be added
# Figures quality low
# Discussion required more elaboration with must be supported more references
# I think, Medpor specially should not be used in patients with nasal dorsum thin skin. In this regard any are no comments in the text

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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